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If you have employees, you probably have employees who struggle with their mental health. Few workplaces are 
likely untouched when about 1 in 5 Americans have a mental illness—and that statistic is from before the pandemic.1  

The impact is staggering and tragic, and business leaders witness the human consequences every day. When you 
make a purposeful commitment to the emotional wellness of your staff, you’ll see positive results for employees, their 
families, workplace culture and the bottom line, too. (Depression alone is responsible for 200 million lost workdays a 
year, costing employers $17 billion to $44 billion.2) 
 
Take these steps to help support your employees and bolster their mental health. 

Your employees may 
be struggling:  
Here are 10 ways to 
foster mental health in 
the workplace

1. Embrace flexibility.  
Throughout the pandemic, remote work, flex time, and taking care of kids and pets during 
work hours have been normalized—and productivity hasn’t suffered.3 These accommodations 
can help employees feel more in control, which can reduce stress. 

2. Prioritize workloads. 
When someone is going through a difficult time, a heavy workload can be debilitating. 
Communicate clearly with employees about what parts of their jobs are most important and 
what can wait.  

3. Talk openly and often about mental health. 
Mental health struggles are too often stigmatized, especially in the workplace. When leaders 
share their own stories, it sends a message to the entire team that mental illness isn’t 
something to be ashamed of. When one major accounting firm launched a mental health 
awareness program that featured a leader talking about her postpartum depression, calls to 
the firm’s counseling line went up by nearly a third.4

4. Provide many access points to mental health services. 
Mental health coverage is critical, but that shouldn’t be the only avenue for people to get 
help. Not everyone is ready or able to see a therapist in person; that’s where telehealth 
appointments and digital mental health platforms can be useful. Some employees might 
prefer using a website or app with resources to support emotional well-being; others 
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might call a confidential employee assistance 
hotline. Larger companies may be able to offer 
on-site therapy. Aflac offers access to MeMD 
telepsychiatry and teletherapy services, which 
includes consultations with licensed behavioral 
specialists for nonemergency concerns.5 

5. Spread the word about your EAP and make  
the terms more generous if possible.  
Employee assistance programs often go unused  
because employees don’t know about them or 
don’t understand how they work.6 Make sure your 
staffers are aware of EAP benefits and enhance 
them if you can by adding more free appointments 
or extending benefits to dependents, for example.

6. Advocate for your employees with  
your insurer. 
Less than half of people with mental health 
problems received treatment in 2019.7 Two of 
the biggest barriers to obtaining treatment are 
availability and cost.8 Only about 1 in 5 employers 
offering health benefits said they were very 
satisfied with the availability of mental health 
providers in their networks, according to a Kaiser 
Family Foundation survey.9 Businesses can stress 
to insurance companies that mental health coverage and access is important. It might not 
change anything in the short term, but the more that businesses make their needs known, the 
more insurance carriers can respond to those needs.  

7. Train managers to spot trouble. 
If an employee’s performance changes in a negative way, don’t assume he or she must lack 
initiative or has checked out. Consider that a mental health issue could be at play, especially if 
the person’s behavior is out of character. Train managers to spot symptoms of depression and 
anxiety, as well as warning signs of suicide. 

8. Don’t forget financial health. 
People dealing with financial fallout from COVID-19 are experiencing more psychological 
distress, according to the Pew Research Center.10 Anything you can do to help reduce 
employees’ financial concerns — more pay, more benefits, more education — is going to be a 
positive for their mental health. Supplemental insurance coverage can help your staff members 
with unexpected health care costs not covered by health insurance.

9. Be upfront. 
In the wake of the pandemic, employers are reorganizing and implementing other structural 
changes.  Speaking openly and directly about personnel changes can help reduce 
catastrophic thinking among the workforces.

https://workplacementalhealth.org/Mental-Health-Topics/Knowing-the-Warning-Signs
https://workplacementalhealth.org/Mental-Health-Topics/Knowing-the-Warning-Signs
https://www.workplaceoptions.com/blog/when-an-employee-seems-suicidal-managers-guide/
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Content within this article is for informational purposes only and does not constitute legal, tax, accounting or medical advice regarding any specific 
situation. Aflac cannot anticipate all the facts that a particular employer will have to consider in their benefits decision-making process.

Aflac’s affiliation with the Value-Added Service providers is limited only to a marketing alliance, and Aflac and the Value-Added Service providers are not 
under any sort of mutual ownership, joint venture, or are otherwise related.  Aflac makes no representations or warranties regarding the Value-Added 
Service providers, and does not own or administer any of the products or services provided by the Value-Added Service providers. Each Value-Added 
Service provider offers its products and services subject to its own terms, limitations and exclusions. Services, Terms and conditions are subject to change 
and may be withdrawn at any time. The value-added services may not be available in all states, and benefits/services may vary by state. Aflac includes Aflac 
and/or Continental American Insurance Company (CAIC) and/or Continental American Life Insurance Company.

When medically necessary, MeMD's providers (except therapists) can submit a prescription electronically for purchase and pick-up at your local participating 
pharmacy; however, MeMD providers cannot prescribe elective medications, narcotic pain relievers, or controlled substances. MeMD’s providers are each 
licensed by the appropriate licensing board for the state in which they are providing services and all have prescriptive authority for each of the states in 
which they are licensed.

Aflac coverage may not be available in all states. Benefits/premium rates may vary based on state and plan levels. Optional riders may be available at an 
additional cost. Policies/riders have limitations and exclusions that may affect benefits payable. For complete details, including availability and costs, please 
contact your local Aflac benefits advisor.

Individual Aflac supplemental coverage is underwritten by Aflac. In New York, individual Aflac supplemental coverage is underwritten by Aflac New York. 
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10. Respect boundaries. 
If your workplace culture is that emails sent after hours must be responded to immediately, 
that’s going to increase stress and burnout. Some people like to work at odd hours; others 
believe evenings are sacred. Encourage your employees to share their preferences about 
when they work and how they like to be contacted, then encourage everyone to respect 
them—and model both of those behaviors yourself.
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Want to learn how Aflac can help support your workforce’s mental health? Contact your Aflac benefits advisor 
or visit Aflac.com/business.

https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/mental-illness
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